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purpose, namely, that which he was prepared to do in this
instance—to tell lies and do harm. In the last resort, however,
the idea of forces of evil waging perpetual war against those of
good presupposes a dualism which is entirely foreign to Jewish
thought. It is Mazdean, and, in fact, the very basis of Zoro-
astrian Mazdeism.
Even Satan, when he appears in the Book of Job (i. Qff. ;
ii. Iff.), is not yet a demon. His place is among the sons of
God who surround the heavenly throne, and when he puts Job
to the test, it is with the consent and authorization of Jahweh
that he does so. Here also he is named with the article, ha
Satan, the Adversary, and though he may be the common foe
of mankind, it is more likely that he is merely the adversary
of Job on this particular occasion. In any case he is not the
Adversary of God. There is no essential difference at this stage
between Satan and the Spirit of 1 Kings (xxii. 21). He is the
angel of Jahweh (maleach Jahzzeh), while he is engaged in execut-
ing the divine wrath.1
But subsequently there appears a tendency to find a separate
personification for that will to evil, which from being part of
God's omnipotence, is gradually dissociated from him, and
finally excluded altogether. It was natural to explain evil as
the work of evil spirits, and to represent these as an army,
with its own leader, arrayed against the hosts of God. And
since manifestations of evil in this world are more striking
and more numerous than those of good, it was also natural
that this demonology should end by assuming a much greater
importance in Jewish belief than the angelology. This is pre-
cisely what had happened by the time of Jesus. Everywhere
the people saw indications of the work of evil spirits ; every
misfortune, every illness, and particularly, under the name of
possession, all disorders of the nervous system were ascribed
to them. Josephus writes a good deal about demons* and
thinks about them even more.2 And the Apocryphal books
of the Old Testament are similarly full of a demonology which,
however confused and hard to unravel, is at least a proof of the
power it exercised over the imaginations of the Jews about the
beginning of the Christian era.
The theory that the demons are really fallen angels comes
to our notice first hi the Book of Enoch (vi. 2jff.). The story
of their fall is clearly based on the passage from Genesis (vi. 2-4)
1	For instance, in Num. xxii. 22 and S2.    Maleach = ayys/jo; = mes-
senger.
2	At the same time he knew how to drive them away ; Jos., B.t/.5 vi,
3.    C/. CCLXXX, 249.

